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The Contested Plains-Elliott West 1998 The Contested Plains recounts the rise of the Native
American horse culture, white Americans' discovery and pursuit of gold in the Rocky Mountains, and
the wrenching changes and bitter conflicts that ensued. After centuries of many peoples fashioning
their own cultures on the plains, the Cheyenne and other tribes found in the horse the power to
create a heroic way of life that dominated one of the world's great grasslands. Then the discovery of
gold challenged that way of life and led finally to the infamous massacre at Sand Creek and the
Indian Wars of the late 1860s. Illuminating both the ancient and more recent history of the plains
and eastern Rocky Mountains, West creates a tapestry interlaced with environmental, social, and
military history. He treats the "frontier" not as a morally loaded term, either in the traditional
celebratory sense or the more recent critical judgment, but as a powerfully unsettling process that
shattered an old world. He shows how Indians, goldseekers, haulers, merchants, ranchers, and
farmers all contributed to and in turn were consumed by this process, even as the plains themselves
were utterly transformed by the clash of cultures and competing visions.
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Inescapable Ecologies-Linda Lorraine Nash 2006 "A breath-taking first book. Nash does a terrific
job."--Vicki Ruiz, author of From Out of the Shadows: Mexican Women in Twentieth-Century America
"An excellent book that treats environmental history in a fresh new way."--Elliott West, author of The
Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers and the Rush to Colorado "This book brilliantly fits human
bodies into environmental history and finds a place for landscape in the history of medicine."-Warwick Anderson, author of Colonial Pathologies: American Tropical Medicine, Race, and Hygiene
in the Philippines
The Way to the West-Elliott West 1995 Elegantly assembles the environmental, social, cultural,
political, and economic history of the Great Plains in the 19th century.
The Last Indian War-Elliott West 2011-05-27 This newest volume in Oxford's acclaimed Pivotal
Moments series offers an unforgettable portrait of the Nez Perce War of 1877, the last great Indian
conflict in American history. It was, as Elliott West shows, a tale of courage and ingenuity, of
desperate struggle and shattered hope, of short-sighted government action and a doomed flight to
freedom. To tell the story, West begins with the early history of the Nez Perce and their years of
friendly relations with white settlers. In an initial treaty, the Nez Perce were promised a large part
of their ancestral homeland, but the discovery of gold led to a stampede of settlement within the Nez
Perce land. Numerous injustices at the hands of the US government combined with the settlers'
invasion to provoke this most accomodating of tribes to war. West offers a riveting account of what
came next: the harrowing flight of 800 Nez Perce, including many women, children and elderly,
across 1500 miles of mountainous and difficult terrain. He gives a full reckoning of the campaigns
and battles--and the unexpected turns, brilliant stratagems, and grand heroism that occurred along
the way. And he brings to life the complex characters from both sides of the conflict, including
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cavalrymen, officers, politicians, and--at the center of it all--the Nez Perce themselves (the Nimiipuu,
"true people"). The book sheds light on the war's legacy, including the near sainthood that was
bestowed upon Chief Joseph, whose speech of surrender, "I will fight no more forever," became as
celebrated as the Gettysburg Address. Based on a rich cache of historical documents, from
government and military records to contemporary interviews and newspaper reports, The Last
Indian War offers a searing portrait of a moment when the American identity--who was and who was
not a citizen--was being forged.
Panic on Wall Street-Robert Sobel 1999
The Essential West-Elliott West 2012-11-09 Scholars and enthusiasts of western American history
have praised Elliott West as a distinguished historian and an accomplished writer, and this book
proves them right on both counts. Capitalizing on West’s wide array of interests, this collection of
his essays touches on topics ranging from viruses and the telegraph to children, bison, and Larry
McMurtry. Drawing from the past three centuries, West weaves the western story into that of the
nation and the world beyond, from Kansas and Montana to Haiti, Africa, and the court of Louis XV.
Divided into three sections, the volume begins with conquest. West is not the first historian to write
about Lewis and Clark, but he is the first to contrast their expedition with Mungo Park’s
contemporaneous journey in Africa. “The Lewis and Clark expedition,” West begins, “is one of the
most overrated events in American history—and one of the most revealing.” The humor of this
insightful essay is a chief characteristic of the whole book, which comprises ten chapters previously
published in major journals and magazines—but revised for this edition—and four brand-new ones.
West is well known for his writings about frontier family life, especially the experiences of children
at work and play. Fans of his earlier books on these subjects will not be disappointed. In a final
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section, he looks at the West of myth and imagination, in part to show that our fantasies about the
West are worth studying precisely because they have been so at odds with the real West. In essays
on buffalo, Jesse James and the McMurtry novel Lonesome Dove, West directs his formidable powers
to subjects that continue to shape our understanding—and often our misunderstanding—of the
American West, past and present.
Continental Reckoning-Elliott West 2023 "Elliott West lays out the main events and developments
that together describe and explain the emergence of the American West and situates the birth of the
West in the broader narrative of American history between 1848 and 1880"-Orange Empire-Douglas Cazaux Sackman 2007-03-20 "Douglas Sackman peels an orange and finds
inside nothing less than an American agricultural-industrial culture in all its inventive, exploitative,
transformative, and destructive power. A beautifully researched and intellectually expansive
book."—Elliott West, author of The Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, & the Rush to Colorado
The Legacy of Conquest-Patricia Nelson Limerick 1987 This study corrects the misperceptions of the
American West based on representations from novels and films and shows how western history was-and is--a vast economic event. Reprint.
Twenty Thousand Roads-Virginia Scharff 2003 "Virginia Scharff's wonderfully readable account of
women in motion complicates and enriches our understanding of the nineteenth and twentieth
century Wests. Her gendered remapping of the regional landscape explodes traditional notions of
western movement. All students of women and gender, travel and place, the West and America,
would do well to read this excellent book."—David M. Wrobel, author of Promised Lands: Promotion,
Memory, and the Creation of the American West "Virginia Scharff claims for women what has long
been central to the masculine mythology of the West—free movement and its many gifts, real and
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imagined. Her book is as exhilarating and as intellectually and emotionally expansive as our
enduring dream of flight across the American land."—Elliott West, author of The Contested Plains:
Indians, Goldseekers, & the Rush to Colorado "Brilliant is not a word that is often a part of my
critical vocabulary, but brilliantly is how Twenty Thousand Roads begins. When writing of
Sacagawea and Susan Magoffin, Virginia Scharff shows vividly how a single life can be a source of
sophisticated cultural analysis without becoming an academic artifact or an object of
condescension."—Richard White, author of It's Your Misfortune and None of My Own: A New History
of the American West
Growing Up with the Country-Elliott West 1989 This illustrated study shows how frontier life shaped
children's character.
Irrigated Eden-Mark Fiege 2009-11-23 Irrigation came to the arid West in a wave of optimism about
the power of water to make the desert bloom. Mark Fiege�s fascinating and innovative study of
irrigation in southern Idaho�s Snake River valley describes a complex interplay of human and
natural systems. Using vast quantities of labor, irrigators built dams, excavated canals, laid out
farms, and brought millions of acres into cultivation. But at each step, nature rebounded and
compromised the intended agricultural order. The result was a new and richly textured landscape
made of layer upon layer of technology and intractable natural forces�one that engineers and
farmers did not control with the precision they had anticipated. Irrigated Eden vividly portrays how
human actions inadvertently helped to create a strange and sometimes baffling ecology. Winner of
the Idaho Library Association Book Award, 1999 Winner of the Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Award,
Forest History Society, 1999-2000
Frontier Regulars-Robert Marshall Utley 1984-01-01 Details the U.S. Army's campaign in the years
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following the Civil War to contain the American Indian and promote Western expansion
Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs-Kathleen M. Brown 2012-12-01 Kathleen
Brown examines the origins of racism and slavery in British North America from the perspective of
gender. Both a basic social relationship and a model for other social hierarchies, gender helped
determine the construction of racial categories and the institution of slavery in Virginia. But the rise
of racial slavery also transformed gender relations, including ideals of masculinity. In response to
the presence of Indians, the shortage of labor, and the insecurity of social rank, Virginia's colonial
government tried to reinforce its authority by regulating the labor and sexuality of English servants
and by making legal distinctions between English and African women. This practice, along with
making slavery hereditary through the mother, contributed to the cultural shift whereby women of
African descent assumed from lower-class English women both the burden of fieldwork and the
stigma of moral corruption. Brown's analysis extends through Bacon's Rebellion in 1676, an
important juncture in consolidating the colony's white male public culture, and into the eighteenth
century. She demonstrates that, despite elite planters' dominance, wives, children, free people of
color, and enslaved men and women continued to influence the meaning of race and class in colonial
Virginia.
Dust Bowl-Donald Worster 1979 Personal recollections recreate experiences of two Dust Bowl
communities.
The Day Before America-William H. MacLeish 1994 A unique fusing of geology, anthropology, and
storytelling discusses the history of America's landscape and its plant and animal life beginning in
1492, and examines the way of life of Native Americans across the continent.
Wild by Nature-Andrea L. Smalley 2017-06-29 "Wild by Nature answers the question: how did
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indigenous animals shape the course of colonization in English America? The book argues that
animals acted as obstacles to colonization because their wildness was at odds with Anglo-American
legal assertions of possession. Animals and their pursuers transgressed the legal lines officials drew
to demarcate colonizers' sovereignty and control over the landscape. Consequently, wild creatures
became legal actors in the colonizing process--the subjects of statutes, the issues in court cases, and
the parties to treaties--as authorities struggled to both contain and preserve the wildness that made
those animals so valuable to English settler societies in North America in the first place. Only after
wild creatures were brought under the state's legal ownership and control could the land be
rationally organized and possessed. The book examines the colonization of American animals as a
separate strand interwoven into a larger story of English colonizing in North America. As such, it
proceeds along a different and longer timeline than other colonial histories, tracing a path through
various wild animal frontiers from the seventeenth-century Chesapeake into the southern
backcountry in the eighteenth century and across the Appalachians in the early nineteenth to end in
the southern plains in the decades after the Civil War. Along the way, it maps out an argumentative
arc that describes three manifestations of colonization as it variously applied to beavers, wolves,
fish, deer, and bison. Wild by Nature engages broad questions about the environment, law, and
society in early America"-Britain's Declining Empire-Ronald Hyam 2007-02-05 An authoritative political history of one of the
world's most important empires on the road to decolonisation. Ronald Hyam's 2007 book offers a
major reassessment of the end of empire which combines a study of British policymaking with case
studies on the experience of decolonization across Africa, Asia and the Caribbean. He describes the
dysfunctional policies of an imperial system coping with postwar, interwar and wartime crises from
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1918 to 1945 but the main emphasis is on the period after 1945 and the gradual unravelling of
empire as a result of international criticism, and the growing imbalance between Britain's
capabilities and its global commitments. He analyses the transfers of power from India in 1947 to
Swaziland in 1968, the major crises such as Suez and assesses the role of leading figures from
Churchill, Attlee and Eden to Macmillan and Wilson. This is essential reading for scholars and
students of empire and decolonisation.
Major Problems in the History of the American West-Clyde A. Milner 1997-01-01 This unique
collection of essays and documents brings to life the major topics in American western and frontier
history from the sixteenth to the twentieth century.
Devil's Bargains-Hal Rothman 1998 Traces the history of tourism in the region from the late
nineteenth century to the present while exploring the social, economic, and psychological forces
impacting popular travel destinations
Cheyennes and Horse Soldiers-William Y. Chalfant 2002-10-01 In July 1857, the first major battle
between the U.S. Army and the Cheyenne Indians took place in present-day northwest Kansas. The
Cheyennes had formed a grand line of battle such as was never again seen in Plains Indians wars.
But they had not seen sabres before, and when the cavalry charged, sabres drawn, they panicked.
William Y. Chalfant re-creates the human dimensions of a battle that was as much a clash of cultures
as it was a clash of the U.S. cavalry and Cheyenne warriors.
Finding Sand Creek-Jerome A. Greene 2013-07-10 The 1864 Sand Creek Massacre is one of the most
disturbing and controversial events in American history. While its historical significance is
undisputed, the exact location of the massacre has been less clear. Because the site is sacred ground
for Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, the question of its location is more than academic; it is intensely
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personal and spiritual. In 1998 the National Park Service, under congressional direction, began a
research program to verify the location of the Sand Creek site. The team consisted of tribal
members, Park Service staff and volunteers, and local landowners. In Finding Sand Creek, the
project’s leading historian, Jerome A. Greene, and its leading archeologist, Douglas D. Scott, tell the
story of how this dedicated group of people used a variety of methods to pinpoint the site. Drawing
on oral histories, written records, and archeological fieldwork, Greene and Scott present a wealth of
evidence to verify their conclusions. Greene and Scott’s team study led to legislation in the year
2000 that established the Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site.
Prairie Fire-Julie Courtwright 2011 The first comprehensive environmental history of prairie fire on
the Great Plains. Traces the history of both natural and intentional fires from pre-Columbian Native
American practices to the current use of controlled burns as an effective land management tool.
Shows the impact fire has had in shaping the identity of both the Great Plains people and their land.
The Mortal Sea-W. Jeffrey Bolster 2012-10-08 Since the time of the Vikings, the Atlantic has shaped
the lives of people who depend on it for survival, and people have shaped the Atlantic. In his account
of this interdependency, Bolster, a historian and professional seafarer, takes us through a
millennium-long environmental history of our impact on one of the largest ecosystems in the world.
Where Custer Fell-James S. Brust 2007-03-01 Historical and contemporary photographs accompany
a narrative reflection on Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer's "Last Stand" at the Battle of
Little Bighorn, which includes personal accounts of battle veterans.
The Artificial River-Carol Sheriff 1997-06-12 The story of the Eric Canal is the story of industrial and
economic progress between the War of 1812 and the Civil War. The Artificial River reveals the
human dimension of the story of the Erie Canal. Carol Sheriff's extensive, innovative archival
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research shows the varied responses of ordinary people-farmers, businessmen, government officials,
tourists, workers-to this major environmental, social, and cultural transformation in the early life of
the Republic. Winner of Best Manuscript Award from the New York State Historical Association “The
Artificial River is deeply researched, its arguments are both subtle and clear, and it is written with
grace and an engagingly light touch. The book merits a wide readership.” —Paul Johnson, The
Journal of American History
American Indian Policy in the Formative Years-Francis Paul Prucha 1962 The official attitudes
concerning the nature and rights of the Indian are reviewed through an examination of issues, early
treaties, and legislation.
Vermeer's Hat-Timothy Brook 2010-07-09 In one painting, a Dutch military officer leans toward a
laughing girl. In another, a woman at a window weighs pieces of silver. In a third, fruit spills from a
porcelain bowl onto a Turkish carpet. The officer's dashing hat is made of beaver fur, which
European explorers got from Native Americans in exchange for weapons. Beaver pelts, in turn,
financed the voyages of sailors seeking new routes to China. There - with silver mined in Peru Europeans would purchase, by the thousands, the porcelain so often shown in Dutch paintings of
this time. Vermeer's haunting images hint at the stories behind these exquisitely rendered moments.
As Timothy Brook shows us in Vermeer's Hat, these pictures, which seem so intimate, actually open
doors onto a rapidly expanding world.
Dancing with Strangers-Inga Clendinnen 2005-03-24 In January 1788 the First Fleet arrived in New
South Wales and a thousand British men and women, some of them convicts and some of them free,
encountered the people who would be their new neighbours—the beach nomads of Australia. ‘These
people mixed with ours,’ wrote a British observer soon after landfall, ‘and all hands danced
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together.’ What followed would shape relations between the peoples for the next two centuries.
American Serengeti-Dan Flores 2017-01-16 America’s Great Plains once possessed one of the
grandest wildlife spectacles of the world, equaled only by such places as the Serengeti, the Masai
Mara, or the veld of South Africa. Pronghorn antelope, gray wolves, bison, coyotes, wild horses, and
grizzly bears: less than two hundred years ago these creatures existed in such abundance that John
James Audubon was moved to write, “it is impossible to describe or even conceive the vast
multitudes of these animals.” In a work that is at once a lyrical evocation of that lost splendor and a
detailed natural history of these charismatic species of the historic Great Plains, veteran naturalist
and outdoorsman Dan Flores draws a vivid portrait of each of these animals in their glory—and tells
the harrowing story of what happened to them at the hands of market hunters and ranchers and
ultimately a federal killing program in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Great Plains with
its wildlife intact dazzled Americans and Europeans alike, prompting numerous literary tributes.
American Serengeti takes its place alongside these celebratory works, showing us the grazers and
predators of the plains against the vast opalescent distances, the blue mountains shimmering on the
horizon, the great rippling tracts of yellowed grasslands. Far from the empty “flyover country” of
recent times, this landscape is alive with a complex ecology at least 20,000 years old—a continental
patrimony whose wonders may not be entirely lost, as recent efforts hold out hope of partial
restoration of these historic species. Written by an author who has done breakthrough work on the
histories of several of these animals—including bison, wild horses, and coyotes—American Serengeti
is as rigorous in its research as it is intimate in its sense of wonder—the most deeply informed,
closely observed view we have of the Great Plains’ wild heritage.
Promised Lands-David M. Wrobel 2011-09-01 A reference for students of American West culture
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moves beyond debates between "old" and "new" Western historians to address universal issues,
sharing insights into the intersection between history and myth while examining related topics in
civic areas. By the author of The End of American Exceptionalism. Simultaneous.
Sugar in the Blood-Andrea Stuart 2012-05-03 In the late 1630s, Andrea Stuart's earliest known
maternal ancestor set sail from England, lured by the promise of the New World, to settle in
Barbados where he fell by chance into the lucrative life of a sugar plantation owner. With George
Ashby's first crop, the cane revolution was underway and would go on to transform the Caribbean
into an archipelago of riches, establishing a thriving worldwide industry that bound together
ambitious white entrepreneurs and enslaved black workers. As it grew, this sweet colonial trade
fuelled the Enlightenment and financed the Industrial Revolution, but it also had more direct, less
palatable consequences for the individuals caught up in it, consequences that still haunt the author's
past. In this unique personal history, Andrea Stuart follows the thread of her own family's
involvement with sugar through successive generations, telling a story of insatiable greed and
forbidden love, of abuse and liberation.
Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds-Elizabeth Ann Harper John 1975
Nature and History in the Potomac Country-James D. Rice 2009 A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J
-- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- V -- W -- Y
The Lance and the Shield-Robert Marshall Utley 1998 At the centre of a dramatic and absorbing
story is the flesh-and-blood Sitting Bull - a leader of his people and a man of rare complexity. Yet to
the US Governement he was merely an obstacle: one of the last troublesome remnants of resistance
to the white man's inexorable westward expansion.
Bourgmont, Explorer of the Missouri, 1698-1725-Frank Norall 1988
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The Sand Creek Massacre-Stan Hoig 2013-02-27 Sometimes called "The Chivington Massacre" by
those who would emphasize his responsibility for the attack and "The Battle of Sand Creek" by those
who would imply that it was not a massacre, this event has become one of our nation’s most
controversial Indian conflicts. The subject of army and Congressional investigations and inquiries, a
matter of vigorous newspaper debates, the object of much oratory and writing biased in both
directions, the Sand Creek Massacre very likely will never be completely and satisfactorily resolved.
This account of the massacre investigates the historical events leading to the battle, tracing the
growth of the Indian-white conflict in Colorado Territory. The author has shown the way in which the
discontent stemming from the treaty of Fort Wise, the depredations committed by the Cheyennes
and Arapahoes prior to the massacre, and the desire of some of the commanding officers for a
bloody victory against the Indians laid the groundwork for the battle at Sand Creek.
The Panic of 1857 and the Coming of the Civil War-James L. Huston 1999-03-01 In the autumn of
1857, sustained runs on New York banks led to a panic atmosphere that affected the American
economy for the next two years. In The Panic of 1857 and the Coming of the Civil War, James L.
Huston presents an exhaustive analysis of the political, social and intellectual repercussions of the
Panic and shows how it exacerbated the conflict between North and South.The panic of 1857
initiated a general inquiry between free traders and protectionists into the deficiencies of American
economic practices. A key aspect of this debate was the ultimate fate of the American worker, an
issue that was given added emphasis by a series of labor demonstrations and strikes. In an attempt
to maintain the material welfare of laborers, northerners advocated a program of high tariffs, free
western lands, and education. But these proposals elicited the opposition of southerners, who
believed that such policies would not serve the needs of the slaves system. Indeed, many people of
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the period saw the struggle between North and South as an economic one whose outcome would
determine whether laborers would be free and well paid or degraded and poor.Politically, the Panic
of 1857 resurrected economic issues that had characterized the Whig-Democratic party system prior
to the 1850s. Southerners, observing the collapse of northern banks, believed that they could
continue to govern the nation by convincing northern propertied interests that sectionalism had to
be ended in order to ensure the continued profitability of intersectional trade. In short, they hoped
for a marriage between the Yankee capitalist and the southern plantation owner.However, in
northen states, the Panic had made the Whig program of high tariffs, a national bank, and internal
improvements popular with distressed members of the community. The country's old-line Whigs and
nativists were particularly affected by the state of economic affairs. When Republicans moved to
adopt a portion of the old Whig program, conservatives found the attraction irresistible. By
maintaining their new coalition with conservatives and by exploiting the weaknesses of the
Buchanan administration, the Republicans managed to capture the presidency in 1860.No other
book examines in such detail the political ramifications of the Panic of 1857. By explaining how the
economic depression influenced the course of sectional debate, Huston has made an important and
much-needed contribution to Civil War historiography.
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Kindle File Format The Contested Plains Indians Goldseekers And
The Rush To Colorado
If you ally need such a referred the contested plains indians goldseekers and the rush to colorado ebook
that will have the funds for you worth, get the certainly best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you want to hilarious books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are with
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections the contested plains indians goldseekers and the
rush to colorado that we will very offer. It is not going on for the costs. Its more or less what you habit
currently. This the contested plains indians goldseekers and the rush to colorado, as one of the most working
sellers here will unconditionally be in the course of the best options to review.
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